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rejewski had made a complete break with his past. he had cracked the enigma code before the war and he
had never cracked another code after that. it was at this point that rejewski joined the polish army. he
quickly rose to the rank of major and became a major general. he left poland and went to work for the allies
in france. he returned to poland after the war in 1945, becoming the head of the polish cryptanalysis agency.
polish mathematicians had figured out how to effectively break enigma messages by spotting patterns in the
way the machine had to scramble letters to produce the garbled message that ended up being sent to the
operator. the poles then wrote down these patterns and compared them with known german words, working
out how the enigma machine needed to be rotated in order to produce the correct sequence of letters. the
poles then realised that they could also use this method to decrypt the messages sent by enigma operators
when they were relaying the garbled messages from their machines to their second machine. the process
was essentially the same as encrypting. when they entered the garbled text into their second machine, the
operators would be asked to type in the original plain text, which would then be displayed on the enigma
machines. if the operator then typed the same letters into his enigma, the reflector on the second machine
would then reverse the rotor process, flashing back the original letters that had been typed into the machine.
in other words, the operator would be entering the same letters that had been entered into his enigma. the
poles therefore devised a way to use the encrypted and decrypted messages to spot the patterns that would
reveal how the enigma machine had to be rotated to produce the correct sequence of letters.
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this was not the only document that the polish found interesting. intelligence officers had been monitoring
german transmissions in their territory for months and had identified that the enigma group had been

broken. they had sent a message to poland, informing them that their spies had discovered the secret. the
polish decided to intercept all radio transmissions in the netherlands and make sure that the germans were
talking to each other. using their own enigma machine and the captured settings, the polish code-breakers
began to intercept and crack german military signals. as well as listening to the enemy and increasing their

own code-breaking capability, turing had helped the polish by advising them on how to work through the
depths of the enigma machine. a team led by marian rejewski worked with enigma machine itself to find the

key to decoding the code. virtualization, as a technology, allows multiple hosts to share the hardware
resources such as a central processing unit, memory, and storage together. the virtualization concept can be
extended to emulate a single, multi-tenant server. it allows users to run multiple operating systems or to host
multiple applications on one server. the shared server functions as if it were running on a single machine. the
machines are called virtual hosts which are on different machines. virtualization uses the hardware as well as

software to provide a virtual layer between the cpu and the operating system. the vm may have its own
processor and memory, but it appears to the operating system as a physical machine. 5ec8ef588b
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